
 

 

 

 

 

Golden Palace is the Belgian market leader with 40 Gaming Halls in Belgium. Being the first 

100% Belgian and 100% legal operator with a B+ licence since April 1 2012, the Golden Palace 

Group expanded their offering with a legal and licensed online website, offering casino-games & 

sports betting to its players.  In order to support the growth and development of our online 

business in the territory, we are currently looking for a bilingual: 

 

Projects team lead 

 
About the job: 

 
Golden Palace is a Belgian leading group in the entertainment and gaming industry. In order to 

support the growth and development of our online business in the territory, we are currently looking 

for a Digital Project Officer.  

 

Responsibilities 

 Manage the biggest digital projects of the company. In collaboration with functional 

analyst, internal stakeholders and developers, you will define the project scope, 

feasibility and ensure the quality of the deliverables. 

 Create a detailed project plan and ensure that the projects are delivered on time, within 

scope and budget.  

 Manage a team of 2 people: a junior project manager and a functional analyst.  

 Day-to-day follow up. Ensure that all the tasks are done on time according to the 

projects scope 

 Main contact point on the status of the projects.  

 Manage external suppliers 

 Validate and accept deliverables, feedback and acceptance. 
 

Requirements: 

 Bachelor or master degree 

 Experience as Senior Project Manager with big projects management 

 Good understanding of the digital constrains (technical and e-marketing). Able to 

understand and apply processes 

 Excellent organizational skills and deadlines oriented 

 Excellent communication in English and French.  
 

About the compensation package:  
 

 A fulltime unlimited contract 

 An exciting and various job in a young and dynamical team 

 An attractive and competitive wage package, with several benefits according to the 

function (group insurance, hospitalization insurance…) 


